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Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words
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The figures in the margin indicate full marks.
1. Answer any ten questions : [Choose the correct answer]
(a) Knowledge according to Anna bha a is of
(i) Two types
(ii) Four types
(iii) Three types
(iv) Five types.

1×10

(b) In respect of the production of cloth threadness is the
(i) Samav y K ra a
(ii) Asamav y K ra a
(iii) Nimitta K ra a
(iv) None of these.
(c) The Samav y K ra a of sound is
(i) k a
(iii) Dik

(ii)
(iv)

Auditory sense organ
K la.

(d) How many pram as are accepted by the Ny ya Philosophy?
(i) One Type
(ii) Two Types
(iii) Three Types
(iv) Four Types.
(e) How many laukika Sannikar as are there according to the Ny ya system ?
(i) Three Types
(ii) Four Types
(iii) Five Types
(iv) Six Types.
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(f) The Sa nikar a which is necessary for the perception of soundhood according to Anna bha a is
(i) Sa jukta Samav ya
(ii) Sa jukta Samaveta Samav ya
(iii) Samav ya
(iv) Samaveta Samv ya.
(g) How many type of K ra a are necessary for producing a positive effect?
(i) Four types
(ii) Three Types
(iii) Two Types
(iv) One Type.
(h) The operative Sannika a for the perception of pleasure in the self is
(i) Sa yoga
(ii) Sa jukta Samav ya
(iii) Sa jukta-Samaveta Samav ya
(iv) Samav ya.
(i) What is the Samavayi Karana of a golden jar?
(i) Gold
(ii)
(iii) Kap l-Kapalik Sa joga
(iv)

Kap l-Kap lik
None of these.

(j) According to Anna bha a the kara a of Pratyaksa Prama is
(i) Conjunction between self and mind (ii) Object
(iii) Sense organ
(iv) Sannikar a between sense organ and object.
(k) In respect of the production of the cloth the conjunction of thread is
(i) Samav y K ra a
(ii) Asamav y Kara a
(iii) Nimitta K ra a
(iv) None of these.
(l) The type of perceptual knowledge of Ghatatva which is produced immediately after the contact
between the Ghata and the sense organ is
(i) Nirvikalpaka pratyak a
(ii) Savikalpaka pratyak a
(iii) S m nyalak a a pratyak a
(iv) J nalak ana pratyak a.
2. Answer any five questions of the following :

5×5

(a) What is anubhava? How many kinds of anubhava are there according to the Nyaya system and
what are they? What is the locus of anubhava?
(b) Determine the Sannikar a in each of the following cases of perception and explain.
(i) Hearing the sound of horn of a car.
(ii) Tactual perception of heat of warm water.
(c) Explain the lak a a of ‘K rya’ given in the Tarkasa graha.
(d) How do we know Nirvikalpaka pratyak a according to the Ny ya system? Discuss.
(e) Explain the lak a a of Sam aya given in the Tarkasa graha.
(f) Determine and explain what kind of K ra a is exemplified in each of the following cases :
(i) The earth as the cause of its rotation.
(ii) The visual sense organ as the cause of visual perception.
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(g) Explain the lak a a of smriti given in the Tarkasa graha.
(h) Can nirvikalpaka pratyak a be called pram ? Discuss.
3. Answer any two questions of the following :
(a)

(i) Explain after Anna bha a the lak ana of pram .
(ii) Discuss whether according to this lak ana of pram the following cognitions can be considered
to the pram :
5+(5+5)
(1) There is pothood in the pot.
(2) Your childhood memory.

(b) Discuss different types of anyath siddhi with reference to the context following Anna bha a.
3+12
(c)

(i) Explain the lak ana of pratyak a pram

given in the Tarkasa graha.

(ii) What according to Anna bha a is the Kara a of pratyak a pram ? Which lak ana of
Kara a has been accepted by Anna bha a in the cases of pratyak a pram ? Explain.
(iii) What is the vy p ra of the perception of your answer script in front of you with the eyes?
4+10+1
(d)

(i) What is yogyanupalabdhi pram a?
(ii) Can yogyanupalabdhi pram n a be regarded as a distinct-pramana over and above the
pram nas admitted by the Naiyayikas? State Anna bha a’s view in this matter.
5+10

